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VISUAL OBJECT RECOGNITION N i b s K. Logothetis and David L. Sheinberg Division of Neuroscience, Baylor College of Medicine, One Baylor Plaza, Houston, Texas 77030 KEY WORDS: object representation, perceptual categorization, monkey, electrophysiology. inferntemporal cortex



ABSTRACT Visual object recognition is of fundamental importance to most animals. The diversity of tasks that any biological recognition systemmust solve suggests that object recognition is not a single, general purpose process. In this review, we consider evidence from the fields of psychology, neuropsychology,and neurophysiology, all of which supports the idea that there are multiple systems for recognition. Data from normal adults, infants, animals, and brain-damaged patients reveal a major distinction between the classification of objects at a basic category level and the identification of individual objects from a homogeneous object class. An additional distinction between object representations used for visual perception and those used for visually guided movements provides further support for a multiplicity of visual recognition systems. Recent evidence from psychophysical and neurophysiological studies indicates that one system may represent objects by combinations of multiple views, or aspects, and another may represent objects by structural primitives and their spatial interrelationships.



INTRODUCTION An essential behavior of animals is the visual recognition of objects that are important for their survival. Human activity, for instance, relies heavily on the classification or identification of a large variety of visual objects. We rapidly and effortlessly recognize these objects even when they are encountered in unusual orientations, under different illumination conditions, or partially occluded by other objects in a visually complicated environment. How is this performance accomplished by the brain? What kind of information does the visual system derive from the retinal image to construct 577
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descriptions of sets of object features that capture the invariant properties of objects? How are such descriptions stored, and how are they activated by the viewed object? Are object representations general, or are they specific to an action or to a cognitive process, such as learning, planning, or reasoning? These questions have historically been addressed by scientists in a variety of disciplines, including cognitive psychology (Pinker 1985. Biederman 1987, Banks & Krajicek 1991), neurobiology (Gross 1973, Gross et al 1993, Miyashita 1993, Rolls 1994), neuropsychology (Humphreys & Riddoch 1987a, 1987b; Damasio et al 1990; Farah 1990; Griisser 8z Landis 1991), and computation and engineering (Marr 1982, Ullman 1989, Koenderink 1990, Aloimonos 1993). In this chapter we review selected work from each of the aforementionedfields that,in combination, shed increasing light on the internal workings of this system. Our aim is to provide evidence that a multipurpose general recognition system does not actually exist. Instead, in the process of biological recognition, multiple representations of an object are formed, each specific to the transformations required by either perception or action. The reviewed literature suggests that the recognition of prototypical members of an object category, the encoding of dynamic and plastic transformations of objects or object parts, the identification of individual members of a homogeneous object class, and the planning of movements habitually made when interacting with familiar objects rely on different representations that are formed in different neural sites or by different interconnectivity patterns. We start with an overview of the basic capacities and limitations of the primate recognition system. After a brief description of some general principles of object categorization, we discuss the performance of human and nonhuman primates in different recognition tasks and relate this performance to relevant theoretical models. We then survey a number of human neuropsychological and animal lesion studies showing that damage in different regions of the brain often results in a selective disruption of different recognition processes. In the final section, we discuss findings from psychophysical and electrophysiological experiments in the monkey that examine the role of single neurons of cortical areas thought to be essential in the formation of object representations.



CATEGORIZATION The world has an infinite number of stimuli that can be discriminated from one another, to an arbitrary degree of detail. Which discriminations are essential for a given recognition system, and what is the basis for organizing information into equivalence classes? In this section, we examine how humans classify and recognize objects, and then we provide evidence that the same principles most likely underlie categorization performed by other biological
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recognition systems. Specifically, we show that the generalizations about the world that allow us to categorize objects are not the product of the development of language, but are instead of perceptual origin. Perceptual categorizations, in turn, reflect the redundant, correlational structure of the environment and occur most often at the level at which individual members of categories are most similar to each other and maximally different from members of other categories.



Object Classes and Taxonomies In human cultures, object categories are usually designated by words that capture the common functional properties of the category’s members. Brown (1958) considered the question of why everyday “things” (e.g. pineapples and dimes) are referred to by the same name by most members of a society. He concluded that “[tlhe most common name for each of these categorizes them as they need to be categorized for the community’s nonlinguistic purposes. The most common name is at the level of usual utility” (Brown 1958, p. 16). The idea that categories may actually reflect more than just linguisticconstructs was examined systematically by Rosch and her colleagues (1976a). They showed that human conceptual categories have a perceptual basis and are determined by the high correlational structure of the real world, in which certain combinations of attributes are more probable than others. For instance, attributes such as “feathers” and “wings” co-occur often, while combinations such as “feathers” and “wheels” generally do not. Bundles of such co-occumng attributes form the basis of a natural classification for objects. Rosch et a1 (1976a) argued that the world contains “intrinsically separate things,” and that there exists a taxonomy for objects within which categories are related to each other by class inclusion. Such categories form natural groupings of stimuli with different perceivable characteristics, or “cues.” Cues with high frequency within a given category and low frequency in all other categories are valid category predictors. For example, the cue “long neck” has extremely high validity for the category giraffe because it reliably predicts the presence of a giraffe. The cue “hoofed foot,” on the other hand, has low validity for the same category because all ungulate mammals, in addition to giraffes, have hooves. The notion of cue validity extends to categories and is conceived of as the sum of the cue validities of each of the category’s features (Reed 1972, Rosch et al 1976a). General categories, such as mammals, are highly inclusive but have low cue validity, since few perceivable characteristics are shared among their members. Categories such as doberman, on the other hand, are very specific but also have low cue validity because many properties are shared with other categories at the same level of abstraction (e.g. setter, pointer, golden retriever). The most
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inclusive category within which attributes are common to most category members is what Rosch and colleagues called the basic-level category, e.g. dog, and it is the category that has the maximum cue validity. Classifications more general than the basic level are called superordinate categories, while those that are more specific are called subordinate categories (Rosch et a1 1976a). When human subjects are asked to list as many attributes that apply to certain objects as they can, they report the greatest increase in the number of characteristic features when describing objects at the basic level (Rosch et a1 1976a, Tversky & Hemenway 1984). Objects in the same basic-level category are also manipulated using common motor sequences and share considerable shape similarity with each other but not with objects of most other groups. The similarity of basic objects is such that shape-based averaging of two members of the category will often yield a new object that can also be recognized as a category member. In fact, in the case of a highly homogeneous group of objects like faces, photographic averages from two separate20-person groups, selected according to gender and age, have been shown to yield two “average” faces remarkably similar to each other (Katz 1953). Empirically, recognition of objects at the basic level often occurs more rapidly and more accurately than the recognition of objects at any other taxonomic level. Exceptions to this rule are atypical exemplars of basic categories that have pronounced shape differences from the prototype, or central tendency, of the class. For example, humans usually identify “penguins” or “racing cars” faster as such than as “birds” or “cars,” which are the basic-level classifications for these objects (Jolicoeur et a1 1984, Murphy & Brownell 1985). To describe the level at which specific objects are first accessed irrespective of inclusiveness or cue validity, Jolicoeur et a1 (1984) coined the term “entry point” of recognition. Interestingly, the entry point of individual objects, which usually coincides with the basic level of classification, can shift to the subordinate level when perceivers become especially sensitive to subtle differences between objects of the same class. For example, Rosch et a1 (1976a) noted major differences in the descriptions of object attributes between experts in a field and unspecialized subjects. An airplane mechanic, for instance, when asked to list airplane attributes, spontaneously reported a large number of attributes of airplanes that are potentially available to the casual observer but that are usually ignored. In a systematic study of this phenomenon, Tanaka & Taylor (1991) showed that for experts in a field (such as bird watching), subordinate categories become as differentiated as basic-level categories. This entry point change is also evident in naming latencies, which become as short as those of the basic classifications as expertise increases. In summary, humans systematically categorize objects in the world based on natural groupings of attributes. Do, however, such categorization principles
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also apply in situations where the observer has no prior conceptual information about the objects to be classified? Most importantly, do they apply for the nonverbal observer? If natural categories do develop independently of preexisting conceptual or linguistic labels, then the same principles of categorization may underlie the recognition skills of other animals, in which the neural representations of objects can be studied directly using neurophysiological techniques. At least three lines of evidence, discussed briefly below, suggest that categorization may indeed rely on principles applying to any recognition system.



Perceptual Categorization LEARNING NOVEL STIMULI Evidence suggesting some universal principles in



the formation of categories comes from recognition experiments with visually novel objects that are unrelated to any previously experienced verbal codes or abstract concepts. Such experiments show that in the process of learning basic objects, humans can detect consistent features of minimum interindividual variability, e.g. features of high cue validity, that characterize most exemplars of an object class, thereby extracting class invariances. In their seminal work, Posner & Keele (1968) probed the representations stored by humans when learning to classify patterns with individual variance around a common abstract structure. They used dot patterns (Figure la) as prototypes, and created individual category instances (exemplars) at specified distances, or deviations, from the original pattern by applying statistical distortion rules (Posner et a1 1967). Their subjects were taught to classify distorted patterns constructed from three different prototypes, and they were subsequently tested in a recognition task in which they were exposed to the previously viewed patterns, the prototype pattern, and new, distorted patterns. Interestingly, subjects recognized the prototype pattern almost as quickly and as accurately as they recognized previously memorized patterns, even though they had never been directly exposed to it, suggesting that the prototype is a main constituent in the category’s memorial representation (see also Franks & Bransford 1971, Strange et al 1970). Moreover, information about the central tendency of such sets of exemplars was found to be extracted and stored during learning and not during the process of recognition (Posner & Keele 1970, Homa et al 1973, Strange et al 1970). Categorizations are not based upon a recognition threshold that, once exceeded, definitively endows a stimulus with class membership. In other words, class boundaries are not formed by sharp transition hypersurfaces in a multidimensional feature space. Instead, a familiarity continuum exists, according to which the probability of a correct classification depends on the structural typicality of the stimulus, determined by the closeness to the class prototype
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(Rosch et al 1976b). Atypical exemplars greatly differing from the prototype



are recognized as individual entities rather than as class members, Le. they
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themselves become the entry point of recognition. What follows demonstrates that the principles emerging from experiments with novel objects appear to underlie the complex and sophisticated processes that infants possess for categorizing and representing their experiences with the environment. CATEGORIZATION IN INFANTS Piaget (1969), after carefully observing the development of perception and cognition in children, concluded that these capacities are rooted in prelinguistic constructs that are only later enriched through the use of language. A large number of studies using behavioral paradigms developed for research in preverbal observers-such as the preferential looking paradigm, a technique that capitalizes on infants’ innate preference for novel stimuli (Fantz 1964)-have shown that infants as young as three or four months old can form categorical representations based on visual and auditory stimuli (for review, see Quinn & Eimas 1986). Infants, for instance, can form categorical representations for animals from different basic-level categories that are sufficiently distinct (Quinn et a1 1993, Eimas & Quinn 1994). Specifically, they categorized various horses as different from cats, zebras, and giraffes, and perceived cats as different from tigers and horses, but not female lions. The inclusion of female lions in the category of cats was found to disappear, however, by 6 to 7 months of age (Eimas & Quinn 1994), as more subordinate-level recognition skills develop with increasing demands for finer-level discriminations. On the other hand, it is remarkable that some types of subordinate recognition, such as the identification of familiar faces, appear to begin extremely early in life, as neonates can visually discriminate between their mother’s face and the face of a stranger (Bushnell et al 1989). In contrast, superordinate-levelclassifications of object



Figure I Example stimuli usedin object recognition experiments. ( a ) Random dot patterns formed by distorting a prototype (upper lefi) by increasing levels of dot-position perturbation. Each pattern consists of nine dots placed randomly in a 512 x 512 unit area. The number in the top right corner indicates the average distance each dot was displaced from its position in the prototype. Stimuli of this sort were first used by Posner et al (1967) to investigate how humans form abstract visual categories. [Figure adapted from Knapp & Anderson (1984).] ( 6 ) Prototype distortions of a three-dimensional (3D) wireframe object, similar to those used by Edelman & Biilthoff (1992). Distortionsof the prototype were created by randomly displacing each of the vertices by a percentage of the original segment length. ( c ) Example of a “geeble” object (Gauthier 1995) used to study mechanisms underlying recognition performance of experts. The zero view of theobject (upper lefi) is shown rotated around the vertical axis in five different poses. Degrees of rotation are indicated by the number in the upper right-hand corner. (d)Six views of a spheroidal object shown rotated in the image plane and similar to those used by Edelman & Biilthoff (1992) and Logothetis et a1 (1994).
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pictures appear later and improve with age, usually in close relation to linguistic developments (Rosch et al 1976a). Most interestingly, the processes involved in forming perceptual categories appear to be very similar to those involved in categorization in adults. By combining the preferential looking technique with the random dot stimuli introduced by Posner & Keele (1968). Bomba & Siqueland (1983) investigated the processes underlying the ability of infants to abstract a prototype from sets of novel stimuli. The infants were first familiarized with distortions of one of three dot pattern prototypes: a square, a triangle, or a diamond. Once habituated to the exemplars, they were presented with the prototype of the learned exemplars paired with the prototype of one of the other categories. When the number of exemplars used was small (six stimuli) and the recognition test immediately followed the familiarization period, infants learned the individual examples but failed to extract a class representative prototype. In contrast, infants reliably associated the familiarized exemplars with their prototype when the number of examples was increased (12 stimuli) or when a delay of 3 min was introduced between training and testing (Posner & Keele 1970, Homa & Vosburgh 1976). In other words, infants, like human adults, tend to abstract the central tendency of a category when exposed to a sufficient number of exemplars, but they learn individual entities when presented with only a few exemplars. The reported “delay effects,” whereby individual exemplars are remembered if testing immediately follows familiarizationbut the prototype is extracted when testing occurs after a delay, have also been observed in adult subjects and have been taken as evidence for different memory decay times for specific exemplars and for the category prototype. Taken together these studies suggest that structure in the environment is more critical for categorization than are the linguistic labels assigned to stimulus classes. Although the transition between perceptual and conceptual categorization is by no means a settled issue, categorical representations of infants below 15 months are predominantly perceptual, and conceptual representations begin to slowly emerge only later in infancy (Eimas & Quinn 1994). In Lorenz’s (1971) words, “a young child which is already capable of referring to all dogs as ‘bow-wow’ and all cats as ‘miaow-miaow’ has quite definitely not abstracted the zoological identification formula for Canis familiaris and Felis ocreata” (p. 306). CATEGORIZATIONIN ANIMALS Finally, the generality of classification rules is perhaps best demonstrated in experiments examining concept formation and categorization performance in animals other than humans. Nonhuman primates clearly are capable of making various categorizations at different abstraction levels, of associating meaning or purpose to different objects, and of possessing
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natural concepts (e.g. see Lorenz 1971. Davis 1974). Monkeys, for instance, can leam to perform various types of complex classification tasks in the laboratory (e.g. see Davis 1974). They are obviously capable of making basic-level categorizations, but they can also easily learn to discriminate individual human or monkey faces (Rosenfeld & Van Hoesen 1979, CJ Bruce 1982) and novel artificial object classes, even generalizing learning across basic image transformations (Logothetis et a1 1994, 1995). Category formation is not exclusive to primates. For instance, the ability to discriminate between basic classes has been demonstrated in the goldfish (Bowman & Sutherland 1970) and in many different bird species, which have been shown to recognize even impoverished stimuli (Watanabe et a1 1993). Herrnstein & Loveland (1964) showed that pigeons can easily learn to peck a key in the presence of a color slide containing people and to withhold pecks for slides not containing people. Similarly, Herrnstein et a1 (1976) found that pigeons can reliably classify novel photographs of either trees, water, or a particular woman. Cerella (1979) used a similar procedure and found that pigeons could also learn to classify novel silhouettes of oak leaf patterns from other leaves, although he had great difficulty training the pigeons to respond selectively to a single, specific oak leaf. Based on this inability, he concluded that “the pigeon is most strongly disposed to code class (i.e. generic) descriptions of visual input. This tendency can be countered only to a limited extent, to achieve stimulus-specific descriptions” (Cerella 1979, p. 75). However, certain subordinate-level discriminations are commonly performed by many animals. For instance, the development of personal recognition of specific individuals is essential in the closed societies of birds and mammals, as it allows recognition of nonmembers and of the internal rank order prevailing between group members. Ryan (1982) has shown that chickens can discriminate slides of one bird in a variety of poses from slides of other birds, and they can transfer this discrimination to novel sets of slides. A notable fact is that subordinate recognition in some species depends on the relevance of the objects to the animal. For example, although birds can recognize scrambled parts of the Charlie Brown cartoon figure as Charlie Brown, they fail to recognize a pigeon’s head as such if it is not presented as a full, unscrambled face (Watanabe & It0 1991). ~



Task-Specific Representations The studies reviewed above strongly suggest that categorizations made by humans and other animals have a general, perceptual basis, reflecting the structure of the world. Classifying objects at the basic level is a fundamental recognition task, and it is likely to be the only task that simple recognition
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systems perform. Nonetheless, as mentioned above, in primates and other mammals, subordinate-level recognition is also essential in various social and cognitive tasks. Do categorizations at different abstraction levels rely on the same type of stored representations? And, are similar representations used when the perceived object elicits a visually guided motor action? An interestingObservation, pertinent to this question, was made by Homa and his colleagues, who investigated the abstraction of prototypical or exemplar information in categories having either uniform or mixed (low, medium, and high) distortion levels (Homa & Vosburgh 1976). They found that the breadth of a given category, in terns of mixing groups of patterns with different degrees of distortion, has a profound effect on both prototype abstraction and classification performance. In their experiments, recognition was little affected by retention delays (up to 10 weeks) as long as an adequate number of training exemplars were provided. However, when only a few training exemplars were learned, transfer to new stimuli was better if the original training set was not mixed but rather contained uniformly low distortion exemplars (Homa & Chambliss 1975, Homa & Vosburgh 1976). Importantly, training with a few, high distortion exemplars resulted in a form of generalization in which subjects appeared to store information about the individual exemplars and delay the extraction of any prototype information until the onset of the recognition testing. Furthermore, by systematically varying the similarity of old and new exemplars, Homa et a1 (1981) found that although in general the accuracy of classification of new instances depends on their similarity to old exemplars, the effect of old-new similarity is much greater for small categories (5 items) than for large ones (20 items), implying that for large categories, individual members are not specifically encoded. At least two models can account for the effects of category breadth on categorization performance. One hypothesizes that all forms of categorization depend on the workings of a single system, based on distributed memory storage (e.g. Anderson et a1 1977, Knapp & Anderson 1984, McClelland & Rumelhart 1985). In such a model, when the number of exemplars of the stimulus pattern is small, the new patterns are classified according to their similarity to the learned patterns. but as the size of the training set increases, accuracy depends on the new pattern’s similarity to the category’s prototype. Alternatively, category breadth4ependent performance can be explained by assuming the existence of two representation systems, the contribution of each of which depends on the level of classification. Support for the latter comes from a recent experiment by Marsolek (1995) that suggests that at least two separate visual form systems may exist in humans: ( a ) one that is used to classify different instances of an object as belonging to the same
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abstract category and that involves the left hemisphere and (b) another involving the right hemisphere that appears to preserve visual details of objects in order to distinguish specific exemplars of particular object classes (Marsolek 1995). ACTION-RF~LATEDREPRESENTATIONS Recognition of a stimulus is often signaled by the ability of the subject to respond appropriately to that stimulus. h many instances such responses involve visually guided reaching and grasping. In humans and old-world monkeys, prehensile movements almost always require visually acquired shape information. Recent experiments with human subjects show that such action-relevant representations may differ from those used when performing various categorization tasks. For example, when normal human subjects reach for an object, they move their fingers into a certain spatial configuration appropriate for grasping the object. If, however, the perceived size of an object is different from its actual size, as may occur with some form illusions, then a dissociation is observed between the perceived size and the size of the object represented in the systems mediating the grasping behavior (Vishton & Cutting 1995). For instance, when subjects are asked to give verbal estimates of the size of a small horizontal line intercepted by a vertical line of the same length, and then close their eyes and reach for it, their verbal estimate reveals the expected biases from veridicality-in this case overestimating the length of the vertical segment-but their thumb-to-finger distance during grasping shows no such bias, providing reliable estimates for both the vertical and the horizontal lines. Together, these findings indicate that multiple recognition systems may be employed during the categorization of stimuli at different levels of abstraction and during visuomotor activities. The following sections provide further evidence supporting this point by surveying studies on object constancy in the primate.



RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE IN HUMANS AND



MONKEYS Introspection indicates that the recognition of familiar objects is largely insensitive to changes in their retinal image. Nonetheless,careful examination shows that image transformations,even simple scaling and translation, can sometimes affect recognition. Moreover, invariance to some transformations, such as rotations in depth, appears to depend strongly on familiarity, as well as on the nature of the object and task.



Eflects of Size and Position The effects of scale changes on recognition have been examined in experiments in which subjects classify shapes as being the same or different, disregarding
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changes in size. In these tasks, recognition performance, typically assessed by measuring response latencies, varies as a function of the size ratio between the two stimuli, with increasing size discrepancy between the two shapes resulting in elevated reaction times (Jolicoeur 1987, Ellis et al 1989). Studies in which the viewing distance and the size of novel objects were manipulated have found that the perceived, and not the retinal, size of the objects determines the size ratio effects (Milliken & Jolicoeur 1992). The partial dependency of recognition on object size has led to the belief that shapes are stored at a particular size and that their sensory representation has first to be scaled before recognition occurs (Ullman 1989). As both Jolicoeur (1987) and Biederman & Cooper (1992) have suggested, however, the effects of size obtained in these experiments may reflect the processes of memory-based comparisons rather than the perceptual representation of the objects. To isolate the perceptual effects from those of episodic discriminations, Biederman & Cooper (1992) used a picture-priming task in which objects viewed on one occasion are more quickly and accurately perceived when presented on a second occasion. In such priming experiments, reaction times were found to be independent of whether the primed object was presented at the same or a different size from when originally viewed (Biederman & Cooper 1992). In contrast, explicit memory tasks using the same stimuli showed clear size effects on recognition, suggesting that differential results obtained from priming and episodic memory experiments might reflect the differential functioning of two representation systems: one underlying the description of an object’s shape, and the other its metric attributes, such as its size, orientation, or position (Biederman & Cooper 1992, see also Cooper et al 1992). Somewhat less pronounced are the effects of stimulus position on recognition performance. Response latencies in visual priming tasks are affected very little by stimulus translation (Biederman & Cooper 1991). However, translational disparity between study and test has been shown to reduce recognition accuracy in a successive presentation same-different task (Foster & Kahn 1985) and in a memory task in which subjects were trained to recognize small novel dot stimuli and thin lines presented at only a single retinal location during the learning phase, and then tested with the same stimuli translated to two new positions (Nazir & O’Regan 1990). Although recognition accuracy initially decreased at the new positions, criterion performance was restored after only a few presentations. Interestingly, no effects of translation were found when the stimuli were either very simple or very complex patterns, both of which usually contain salient diagnostic features that are themselves translation invariant (O’Regan 1992), a finding that again suggests different recognition strategies for different tasks or object classes.
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Efects of Rotation in the Picture Plane Studies specifically directed at assessing the effects of image-plane rotation on recognition of familiar shapes, such as letters and digits (Corballis et a1 1978, Simion et al 1982), or of shapes with pronounced diagnostic features, such as line drawings of natural objects (Eley 1982, Jolicoeur 1985), have found relatively small costs-in terms of error rates or reaction times-associated with the misorientation of the stimuli. Moreover, after practice, even these small costs were found to generally disappear (Shinar & Owen 1973, Jolicoeur 1985, McMullen & Jolicoeur 1992). However, when the familiarity of test objects was more closely controlled by presenting subjects with novel, letter-like shapes possessing no diagnostic features,Tarr & Pinker (1989) found that responses to stimuli rotated away from the training view were slower and less accurate. Continued practice reduced the effects of rotation for the newly familiarized views, but this practice did not transfer to “surprise” views presented later. In contrast, transfer of practice to never-experienced views was found to occur for line drawings of everyday objects, which presumably possess rotation invariant, diagnostic features (Murray et a1 1993). Image plane rotations have been also studied in the monkey by using novel objects in exemplar identification tasks (Logothetis et a1 1995). In the early phases of testing, the monkeys exhibited orientation dependency in their recognition performance. However, over time, their ability to generalize across rotations in the picture plane improved, even in the absence of feedback. Initial view-dependent performance often progressed rapidly, over the course of a few test sessions, to view-invariant performance. Of particular interest are the effects of inversion on object recognition. In humans, inversion strongly affects the processing of distinct classes of objects, most notably faces (Valentine 1988). At present, whether faces, per se, are special or simply represent the most common class of objects that must be identified based on subtle shape differences is controversial (see below). Nevertheless,evidence showing an inversion effect for other overlearnedbut highly similar stimuli, such as different dog breeds (Diamond & Carey 1986) and artificial stimuli designed to mimic animate objects (Gauthier 1995; also see Figure IC), indicates that recognition of individual members of homogeneous object classes relies predominately on the processing of configurational information, and very little, if at all, on the discrimination of features. This configuration-based recognition, on the other hand, reveals exactly the same inversion effects observed when recognizing faces. The importance of configurational processing for intra-class recognition has also been shown by asking subjects to identify the individual halves of composite face stimuli. Under these conditions, two unmatched halves interfere with the recognition of the upright but not the inverted composite face stimuli (Young et a1 1987).
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Interestingly, in monkeys, who commonly encounter faces from many viewpoints (not just the upright), the effects of inversion are not found (CJ Bruce 1982), highlighting the importance of experience in the development of configurational processing. Similarly, young children, who may not yet have developed appropriate sensitivity for holistic stimuli, are also less affected by face inversion than adults (Carey & Diamond 1977) and are likely to rely on individual facial features that can be recognized from any viewpoint.



Egects of Rotations in Depth One of the most active areas of recognition research in the past decade has concentrated on the effects of rotations in depth on the recognition of 3D objects. Experiments demonstrating viewpoint-invariantrecognition have been interpreted as evidence that the visual system employs an object-centered reference frame for representing stimuli. Conversely, experiments demonstrating viewpointdependent recognition performance have been taken as evidence for viewer-centered representations. We propose here that the visual system actually uses both types of representation, depending on the classification task and the subject’sfamiliarity with the test objects (see Ullman 1989, Tarr 1995). DEPTH ROTATION OF COMMON OBJECTS Similar to the effects of position and



size changes, the effects of viewpoint changes on recognition are subtle for common familiar objects. Bartram (1974), using a visual priming paradigm, found that naming objects in pictures was facilitated most by a previous presentation of the identical view of the object, compared to presentations of either a different view of the same object or a view of a different object with the same name. In a sequential samedifferent matching task using photographs of objects with high- and low-frequency names, Bartram (1976) found little effect of viewpoint change for the pictures with high-frequency names, but significant effects on judgments of rotated low-frequency named objects and for different exemplars with the same name. These results suggest that frequently encountered everyday objects can be accessed equally well from multiple views, while the activation of less common object representations is subject to greater viewpoint dependence, perhaps because such objects are coded by storing specific object views (see below). Furthermore, the priming effects are at least partly visual, because the recognition of objects with the same name as the prime, but that are visually dissimilar, are not equally speeded. Biederman & Gerhardstein (1993) directly studied the effects of rotation in depth on recognition by using a naming task in which subjects identified line drawings of rapidly presented familiar objects, some of which had been seen during a prior priming block. During the test block, the naming latencies for objects that had appeared during the priming block were speeded,
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but the magnitude of the priming effect varied only slightly with changes in orientation, indicating again that at least under some circumstances, recognition of everyday objects seems invariant to rotations in depth. Nevertheless, although recognition of highly familiar objects seems to be viewpoint invariant, it is still “view biased” in the sense that human subjects consistently label one or two views of common objects as subjectively better than all other views (Palmer et a1 1981).Naming of objects occurs fastest when the stimulus is shown from such a better view, designated a canonical view, with response times increasing monotonically with increasing angular disparity between a test view and the canonical view. In a recent experiment, Srinivas (1993)selected 42 common objects that were found to have both usual and unusual views for use in a name priming task. She found that recognition of all objects improved if they had been previously presented but also that the cost of switching viewpoints was greater for tests of unusual views. In other words, seeing the unusual view during study provided the same benefits for recognizing the usual view during test as did a previous encounter with the usual view. Seeing a usual view during study, however, did not facilitate recognition of unusual views as much as did the familiarization with the visually identical unusual view. Thus, while exposure to a usual view of an object may prime only nearby views of the same object, unusual views may activate both similar unusual views and automatically prime the object’s canonical view (see also Warrington & Taylor 1973). The largely viewpoint-invariant recognition of familiar objects can be explained by a number of different theoretical models (Ullman 1989). For example, recognition has been proposed to occur by detecting properties of objects that are invariant to all image transformations,such as the ratio between an object’s apparent area and its volume, a compactness measure, or certain parametric shape descriptions, such as Fourier descriptors or object moments. Alternatives to the invariant-propertiesapproach include theories relying on the decomposition of objects into natural parts. A horse, for instance, can be thought of as a set of components, such as the torso, the legs, the head, and the tail, each of which can be recognized on its own. One can, therefore, assume that the process of recognition of a complex object can be reduced to the recognition of its parts and their relationships (Palmer 1977,Marr & Nishihara 1978).Recursive decomposition may lead to simple volumetric primitives, the combination of which can represent any complex object. Such descriptions obviously do not constitute a true theory of recognition, rather they simply provide one adequate type of representation with which a recognition theory could be constructed. The human body, for instance, can be described as a collection of points of different brightnesses, as a collection of lines and curves, as a group of planes, or as a set of 3D block structures. Marr & Nishihara (1978)proposed a representational scheme for objects,
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using axis-based structural descriptions that can be decomposed into sets of generalized cones. The class includes simple shapes such as a pyramid or a sphere, as well as natural forms such as arms and legs. In a similar vein, Pentland (1986) suggested that most complex natural objects may be described by combinations of superquadric components, such as spheres, wedges, etc, which might be the basic components that the recognition system recovers while analyzing images. A recent example of a structural description theory is the recognition by components (RBC)theory (Biederman 1987). The underlying assumption of this theory is that an object can be decomposed into volumetric parts called geons. These parts have simple spatial relationships to each other that remain invariant for all object views, and recognition involves the indexing of these parts and the detection of their structural relationships. A solution to the formidable inverse-optics problem for complex objects is reduced, in this approach, to an inverse-optics problem for simple volumes and their two-dimensional (2D) arrangements. Biederman and colleagues suggest that recognition of most common objects can be accomplished by indexing structural descriptions based on geons, provided that the following three principal conditions are met: (a) Objects are decomposable, (b) they have different part descriptions, and (c) different viewpoints lead to the same configuration of geons. Such conditions are indeed often met when recognizing entry point objects. These conditions are clearly not met, however, when recognizing objects at the subordinate level, that is, when specific exemplars must be identified or when the objects to be recognized cannot be meaningfully decomposed into simpler parts. In these cases, recognition is often view dependent, and object constancy can only be achieved through perceptual learning. Finally, viewpoint-invariantperformance can also be explained by a viewercentered recognition system that stores a limited number of object views or aspects and is capable of combining information from these views to recognize any view of the object (Seibert & Waxman 1990, Poggio 1990). DEPTH ROTATION OF NOVEL OBJECTS The study of recognition of unfamiliar, novel stimuli has provided important insights into the representation of visual objects. Familiar objects can often confound the issues of object constancy, since a recognition system based on 3D descriptions cannot easily be distinguished from a view-based system exposed to a sufficient number of object views. The first demonstration of strong viewpoint dependence in the recognition of novel objects was that of Rock and his collaborators (Rock et al 1981, Rock & DiVita 1987). These investigators examined the ability of human subjects to recognize 3D, smoothly curved wire objects seen from one viewpoint, when
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encountered from a different attitude and thus having a different 2D projection on the retina. Although their stimuli were real objects (made from 2.5-mm wire) and provided the subject with full 3D information, there was a sharp drop in recognition for view disparities larger than approximately 30”. In fact, as subsequent investigations showed, subjects had difficulty even imagining how wire objects would appear when rotated, even when instructed to visualize the object from another viewpoint (Rock et a1 1989). A number of recent experiments have further studied subordinate-level recognition by using computer-rendered novel 3D stimuli, including wire or spheroidal objects (Bulthoff & Edelman 1992, Edelman & Bulthoff 1992), cubecomposed stick figures (Tarr 1995). and novel clay shapes (Humphrey & Khan 1992). With these stimuli, recognition was again found to be strongly view dependent, and generalization could only be accomplished by familiarizing the subject with multiple views of target objects. Such results may present an extreme case in terms of performance. Farah et a1 (1994) observed that when Rock’s wire-forms were interpolated with a smooth clay surface (creating “potato chip” objects), subjects’ recognition accuracy was less affected by the same changes in viewpoint tested by Rock. They concluded that object shape and structure plays a significant role in the ability of humans to compensate for variations in viewpoint. One possibility is that as the structure of objects becomes more regular (in terms of properties such as spatial relations and symmetries), the ability to compensate efficiently for changes in viewpoint is enhanced because the resultant image structure is more predictable (Vetter et a1 1994. Liu et a1 1995). Under these conditions, recognition may be faster than it is for less regular objects, although it is possible that mixed strategies or verification procedures will yield response times that are still dependent on viewpoint, even for familiar objects (Palmer et al 1981) and faces (V Bruce 1982). The effects of rotation in depth on recognition were recently studied systematically in monkeys by using computer-renderedobjects in both basic- and subordinate-level tasks (Logothetis et al 1994). In these experiments, the animals easily learned to generalize recognition to novel views of objects, such as those illustrated in Figures l b and Id, when the set of distractom included objects from other basic-level categories. Their ability to identify individual exemplars of either the wire or the spheroidal objects, however, was found to depend strongly on the viewpoint from which the object was encountered during the training phases. The monkeys were unable to recognize objects rotated more than approximately 40” from a familiar view. However, when two views of the target were presented in the training phase, 75 to 120” apart, the animals interpolated between them, often reaching perfect levels of performance for any novel view between the two trained views, as has been shown in human experiments (Biilthoff & Edelman 1992).For all the monkeys tested,
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training with a limited number of views (about 10 views for the entire viewing sphere) was usually sufficient to achieve view-independent performance. This ability of humans and monkeys to interpolate between different familiar views of a novel object is consistent with a recent viewercentered theory of recognition based on regularization networks. In short this theory assumes the existence of units acting as blurred templates, the receptive field of which develops selectivity to the views seen in the training phase. Generalization occurs by linearly combining the output of such units (for details, see review by Poggio 1990).



NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES Behavioral studies of humans and animals with brain damage provide important insights about the organization of neural modules that participate in visual object recognition. While a detailed discussion of this literature is well beyond the scope of this review (see Farah 1990,Gasser & Landis 199l), we present evidence here that dissociable clinical deficits in the visual processing of objects, for purposes of categorization, identification,and goal-directed action, strongly suggest a multiple systems architecture for recognition.



Category-Spec@ Breakdowns An essential subordinate classification task for both humans and nonhuman primates is the recognition of facial identity. Ischaemic infarcts in the inferomedial occipito-temporal region of the right hemisphere have been shown to disrupt the recognition of familiar faces (Landis et a1 1988). The lesions typically involve the fusiform and lingual gyri or their interconnections and are caused by strokes of the right posterior cerebral artery that typically extends from the level of the splenium of the corpus callosum to the occipital pole (but see Damasio et al 1982). Prosopagnosia, as this disorder was called by Bodamer (1947). was traditionally considered a specific agnosia, which renders human patients incapable of recognizing the faces of familiar or famous persons but spares their ability to recognize common objects. Prosopagnosic patients can recognize individuals by their voice or even by watching their gait but fail to do so by looking at their face (Damasio et al 1982). They can also recognize a face as the object “face” and name and point to its parts (Lhermitte et a1 1972,Whiteley & Warrington 1977,Damasio et a1 1982).Furthermore, configurationalcomplexity does not appear to be the cause of this disorder, since the patients do recognize visual objects that may be structurally more complex than faces (Benton 1980,Damasio 1985). The notion that prosopagnosia is the disruption of the function of a recog-
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nition system specialized for the processing of faces was questioned, however, by Faust (1955), who suggested, instead, that the major deficit of prosopagnosic patients is their inability to evaluate the structural signs in any figure that confers individuality. In support of this claim were later findings showing that prosopagnosics indeed have problems distinguishing individuals within other objects classes, such as fruits, playing cards, housefronts, and automobiles (De Renzi et al 1968, Macrae & Trolle 1956, Lhermitte & Pillon 1975). Bernstein et a1 (1969) reported a bird-watcher who had lost the ability to differentiate visually between birds and another patient who could no longer recognize his cows. An appealing explanation of the various deficits observed in prosopagnosic patients was offered by Damasio and his collaborators (Damasio et a1 1982). After systematically examining three such patients, these investigators noticed that, as previously described, the subjects were unable to identify various objects, including automobiles, articles of clothing, cooking utensils, and food ingredients. Recognition tests using a carefully chosen stimulus set-consisting of photographs of animals, abstract symbols, and motor vehicles-revealed that failure to identify any of these objects was caused primarily by visuostructural similarity and was not due to complexity. The patients were able to recognize animals such as horses, owls, and elephants, but they confused simpler abstract objects such as a dollar sign, a British pound sign, and a musical clef. Like the infants described above, they also failed to discriminate animals such as cats, tigers, or panthers, which, despite their great size differences, do share many similarities in shape. Damasio et a1 (1982) suggested that focal brain damage, such as that observed in prosopagnosics, interferes with the patient’s ability to perform within-category discriminations, or identifications, without affecting the recognition of the generic class to which the stimulus belongs (see also Gaffan & Heywood 1993). The hypothesis that the focal brain damage causing agnosia of faces may be interfering with specific, subordinate-level recognition processes and that the preserved representations may be those general representations that are the easiest to access also receives support from the finding that a patient with car agnosia could still identify special-purpose vehicles, such as an ambulance or a fire engine (Lhermitte et a1 1972). Given their very atypical appearance, such objects are likely to have their own entry point attributes. Evidence against this hypothesis, on the other hand, comes from those clinical reports showing that prosopagnosia does occasionally occur without any other subordinate recognition deficits (De Renzi 1986). Moreover, Farah et al (1991) reported that even after factors of visual complexity, such as inter-item similarity or specificity of identification, were accounted for in the analysis of visual recognition performance of two visual agnosic patients, the recognition of “living things” was still disproportionately impaired compared
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to the recognition of “nonliving things.” Finally, a recent study found that the well-known face-inversion effect found in normal subjects (see above) was reversed in a prosopagnosic patient, who could more accurately match inverted faces than upright ones (Farah et al 1995). Normal subjects in this task are especially proficient at matching upright faces and, unlike the prosopagnosic patient, perform much worse when the face stimuli are inverted. These clinical data support the view that specialized neural modules for recognition may coexist and may thus be selectively impaired. Whether or not prosopagnosia is the result of failing to detect individuality, the aforementioned investigations show that at least two separate representation systems may be involved in the recognition of visual objects: one that represents prototypical objects and a second one that is employed when subordinate classifications are required. The latter system is often selectively affected by the infero-medial occipito-temporal lesions that also disturb the recognition of faces. It remains to be seen whether the capacity to perform subordinate-level recognition tasks can be selectively impaired in the absence of any deficits in face recognition, which would suggest that there are actually at least three different systems underlying recognition: one for basic-level classifications, one for subordinate-level identification, and one for recognizing the class of animate objects.



Dejkits in the Recognition of Facial Expressions Another dissociation in the recognition of objects is that observed between the identification of faces and the recognition of facial expressions-an especially challenging task for a recognition system. Facial expressions, such as smiles and frowns, are nonrigid, stretching, or bulging nonaffine transforms that have to be “discarded” when recognizing the same face under different emotional conditions. At the same time, however, the dynamic configuration of a face is endowed with a number of different meanings that are essential for social interaction in many species. Recent evidence shows this type of facial expression analysis proceeds independently of face identification. Specifically, some prosopagnosics fail to recognize the identity of a face or another unique, individual object of a category, although they retain their ability to recognize facial expressions (Tranel et al 1988). Recently, Damasio’s group (Adolphs et a1 1994) reported a case of a 30year-old woman with a confined amygdala lesion. She suffered from UrbachWiethe disease, which led to almost complete bilateral destruction of the amygdala, while sparing her hippocampus and all neocortical structures. The patient was tested in rating facial expressions-such as happiness, surprise, fear, anger, disgust, sadness, as well as neutral faces-and was found to be much poorer at this task than age-matched controls. Her ability to identify
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individual faces, however, was completely preserved. A similar condition is found in monkeys with bilateral amygdalectomy, in which stimuli that would normally induce a fearful response fail to do so (Weiskrantz 1956, Blanchard & Blanchard 1972, Davis 1992). Evidence for category-specific representations also comes from the descrip tion of a double dissociation between reported forms of metamorphopsia (Bodamer 1947). Metamorphopsias are severe pseudohallucinations in the perception of visual stimuli. One of three patients reported on by Bodamer (1947) experienced severe distortions while looking at faces [a condition later termed prosopo-metamorphopsia by Critchley (1953)l but did not lose the capacity to recognize the faces themselves. In contrast, there are also reports of prosopagnosic patients who are impaired in their ability to identify individual faces, but who also experience metamorphopsias with all visual stimuli except faces (Bodamer 1947).



Selective Damage of Visuomotor Representations The posterior parietal area is known to play an important role in sensory-motor integration,as lesions in this brain region in either humans or monkeys produce a variety of spatio-perceptual or spatio-behavioral disorders. The clinical neurologist B a h t was the first to describe three characteristic deficits-now known together as Balint‘s syndrome-in a patient with bilateral posterior parietal lesions: (a) psychic paralysis of the gaze; (6) optic ataxia, Le. impairment of object-bound movements of the hand performed under visual guidance; and (c) a form of simultanagnosia, which is the inability to perceive more than one object at a time, irrespective of the object’s angular extent and despite preserved visual fields (for further discussion, see Farah 1990). Optic ataxia, which was initially considered to be simply a deficit in reaching for objects (Damasio & Benton 1979), is now known to also be a disturbance of visually guided grasping, since patients appear not only to misreach for objects, but also to demonstrate impaired execution of finger movements and show a remarkable disturbance in the formation of finger grip and hand orientation before reaching for target objects (for review, see Jeannerod et a1 1995). These deficits in “preshaping” occur despite the facts that the patients can correctly perceive the shape of the objects for which they attempt to reach and that movements that do not require visual guidance, such as those directed to the body, are executed correctly (Damasio & Benton 1979). Similarly, in the monkey, a unilateral parietal leukotomy, damaging a portion of the parietooccipital white matter but sparing the optic radiations, causes a severe contralateral impairment of fine finger-movement control and misreaching (Haaxma & Kuypers 1975). Recent studies demonstrated that the disturbance of preshaping can be
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dissociated from visuospatial perception, suggesting a double dissociation between the representations used for action and those that may underlie the perception of an object. For example, a recently reported agnosic patient was unable to perceive the orientation or size of objects, although she could still accurately use orientation and size information for visuomotor actions (Goodale et al 1991). The patient, who suffered an episode of carbon monoxide poisoning, had diffuse lesions in areas 18 and 19, with her primary visual cortex being largely intact. She was severely incapacitated in her ability to recognize visual objects based on shape information, being unable to perform elementary shape discrimination tasks (Milner & Heywood 1989). Nonetheless, she had adequate visual acuity, preserved central visual fields, and impaired but clear stereopsis, motion, and color vision (Milner & Heywood 1989). When she was presented with a pair of rectangular plaques of the same or different dimensions, she was unable to distinguish between them. Similarly, her estimates of the width of a single plaque were only randomly related to the actual dimensions of the object, showing a considerable trial-to-trial variability (Goodale et a1 1991). When the same patient, however, was asked to reach out and pick up the plaques, she did so with an index finger and thumb aperture that accurately reflected the dimensions of the objects. Based on these and similar findings, Goodale and colleagues suggested a dissociation between the representations used for apprehension and those used for action, in particular for prehensile hand movements that require accurate visual guidance.



ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES Inferotemporal Cortex In order to discuss the physiological studies pertinent to object representation, it is important to explore, in some detail, the anatomical framework underlying visual processing in the primate brain. A survey of the anatomical organization of the visual system is also important, since the extreme diversity and complexity of areas and connections that make up the primate visual system themselves lend strong support to the idea that there are, indeed, multiple systems for recognition. Sensory information from the primary visual cortex reaches the temporal and parietal lobes by a number of cortico-cortical stages that form two relatively separate pathways (Ungerleider & Mishkin 1982, Desimone & Ungerleider 1989). One pathway, roughly corresponding to the superior longitudinal fasciculus, passes dorsally in extrastriate cortex to end in the posterior parietal lobule and the frontal lobe; the other, corresponding to the inferior longitudinal fasciculus, passes ventrally in extrastriate cortex to reach the inferior temporal or inferotemporal cortex (IT).
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IT is generally considered a large region of cortex extending approximately from just anterior to the inferior occipital sulcus to a couple of millimeters posterior to the temporal pole, and from the fundus of the superior temporal sulcus (STS)to the fundus of the occipito-temporal sulcus (Figure 2). It is roughly coextensive with Brodmann areas 20 and 21, or area TE of Von Bonin & Bailey (1947). which was later subdivided into the areas TE anteriorly and TEO posteriorly (Von Bonin & Bailey 1950, Iwai & Mishkin 1969). Area TEO forms a band extending from the lip of the STS to a few millimeters medial to the occipito-temporal sulcus. Its posterior border is close to the lip of the ascending portion of the inferior occipital sulcus, and its posterior-anterior extent is 10 to 15 mm (Boussaoud et al 1991). Area TE extends further anteriorly to about the sphenoid. Studies based on the deficits that follow focal lesions in IT-where TEO lesions lead to simple pattern deficits, while TE lesions result in associative and visual memory deficits-suggest two functional subdivisions-one posterior and one anterior-that are roughly coextensive with, but not identical to, the previously defined cytoarchitectonic TE and TEO subdivisions (Iwai 1978, 1981, 1985). Based on topography and the laminar organization of projections, Felleman & Van &sen (1991) subdivided IT into PIT, CIT, and AIT (Figure 2), each having a ventral and dorsal portion. Based on cyto- and myeloarchitectonic criteria, as well as on the pattern of afferent cortical connections, the temporal cortex has been further subdivided into a large number of separate visual areas (Figure 3) (Seltzer & Pandya 1978, 1994), several of which have distinct physiological characteristics (Baylis et a1 1987). Area TEO receives feedforward, topographically organized cortical inputs from areas V2, V3, and V4 and has interhemispheric connections mediated mainly via the corpus callosum. Sparser inputs arise from areas V3A, V4t, and MT. Each of these areas receives a feedback connection from TEO (Distler et a1 1993, Rockland et al 1994). TEO projects feedforwardly to the areas TEm, TEa, and IPa, all of which send feedback projections back to TEO. Feedback projections to this area also arise from the parahippocampal area TH and the areas TG and 36 (Distler et al 1993). Cortical projections of area TE include those to TH, TF, STP,frontal eye fields (FEF),and area 46 (Barbas & Mesulam 1981, Barbas 1988, Shiwa 1987). Area TE has both direct and indirect connections to the limbic structures. Direct connections have been reported to the amygdaloid complex (Amaral & Price 1984, Herzog & Van Hoesen 1976, Iwai & Yukie 1987, Turner et al 1980) and to the hippocampus (Yukie & Iwai 1988), which also receives an indirect projection via the parahippocampal gyrus (Van Hoesen 1982). TE does not project directly to entorhinal cortex (Insausti et a1 1987), the cortical inputs of which arise primarily in the perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices (Suzuki & Amaral 1994). Areas TEO and TE are also connected to a large number of subcortical
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structures. Both areas receive nonreciprocal inputs from several nuclei of the thalamus and from the hypothalamus, locus coeruleus, reticular formation, basal nucleus of Meynert, and the dorsal and median raphe nuclei. Both are also reciprocally connected with the pulvinar and the ventral portion of the claustrum (Webster et al 1993). The main nonreciprocal output of both areas is a projection to the striatum, while TEO alone projects to superior colliculus and “E to the medial dorsal magnocellular nucleus of the thalamus (Webster et al 1993). The pathway that begins in striate cortex, passes through the extrastriate and inferotemporal cortices, and reaches these subcortical areas is thought to underlie a variety of cognitive and visuomotor functions, such as recognition, habit formation, associative recall, and formation of visuomotor associations (Mishkin & Appenzeller 1987, ala-Morgan & Squire 1993, Brothers & Ring 1993, Wilson & Rolls 1993). The diverse subcortical connections of many extrastriate areas, however, indicate that object-related information does not necessarily have to pass through IT to reach the striatum or the limbic structures. Different areas in the ventral, but also in the dorsal, pathway have reciprocal connections to structures such as the caudate, claustrum, amygdala, or hippocampal complex, areas which subserve different types of memory (Yeterian & Van Hoesen 1978, Webster et a1 1993, Baizer et al 1993). Therefore some of the higher visual functions mentioned above may also be adequately accomplished by virtue of information derived from earlier processing levels. For example, categorizations based on the detection of some object features with high cue validity could, in principle, be possible even with damage to area TE, if these features are encoded in the activity of neurons in any of the earlier areas that project to limbic or striatal structures. Accordingly, the diversity and specificity of deficits observed in brain-damaged, agnosic patients may reflect an organization in which each processing stage copes with increasingly abstract representations and is capable, on its own, of supporting some types of categorization performance.



Physiological Properties of Inferotemporal Neurons Gross and colleagues were the fnst to obtain visually evoked responses in IT by using both macro- and microelectrodes in anesthetized and unanesthetized Figure 2 Von Bonin &Bailey’s (1947) map of the (a)lateral and (6)medial surface of the Macoca m u h r a brain. Superimposed are the major visual areas as described by Fellernan & Van Essen (1991). The names from the. Von Bonin & Bailey (1947) parcellation are depicted on the brain, and the labels currently used by most investigators appear adjacent to the relevant areas: visual areas 1.



2, and 4 (Vl,V2,V4), ventral posterior(VP), posteriorinferotemporal (PIT), central inferotemporal (0, anterior inferotemporal (AIT), and dorsal parietal (DP). (c) Lateral and (d)medial surface of the human brain with Braimann’s areas numbered. [Adapted from Nieuwenhuys et al(1980).] Note that the relative sizes of the macaque and human brains are not to scale.
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Figure 3 Subdivision of monkey inferior temporal lobe centered around the superior temporal sulcus (STS). (a)Lateral view of the cortical surface with major visible sulci labeled inferior occipital (IO). lunate (Lu), intraparietal (IP). central (Ce),lateral (Sylvian) fissure (La), arcuate (Ar), and principal (Pr). (b)Expanded view of the inferior temporal areas surrounding the STS. [Adapted from Seltzer & Pandya (1994).]



monkeys (for review, see Gross 1994). A large number of investigations confirmed and extended the initial findings, establishing the IT as the last exclusively visual area in the ventral pathway. More than 85% of the neurons in this area are excited or inhibited by different simple or complex visual patterns (Desimone et al 1984). The observed properties of IT cells change significantly as one moves from the most posterior part of TEO, where cells have similar properties to those observed in area V4, to the most anterior part of TE, where neurons rarely respond to such simple stimuli. Among the changing characteristics are topography, receptive field size, and stimulus selectivity. Area TEO has a coarse
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visuotopic organization. It has an almost complete representation of the contralateral visual field, with receptive fields that are larger than those of the V4 neurons (Boussaoud et a1 1991). In contrast, area TE is not visuotopically organized. Cells have large, ipsilateral, contralateral, or bilateral receptive fields, almost always including the fovea (Gross et a1 1972). The response of the cells to stimuli presented at the fovea is usually more vigorous than elsewhere in the receptive field, possibly due to the fact that IT cortex receives a strong projection from those parts of the extrastriate cortex in which the central visual field is overrepresented, with a smaller contribution from those mas that process peripheral visual stimuli (Desimone et a1 1980, Seltzer & Pandya 1978). There is a systematic increase in the receptive field size along the posterioranterior length of IT, with receptive field diameters in TEO as small as 1.5 to 2S0, and those in TE reaching diameters of 30 to SO" (Boussaoud et al 1991, Tanaka 1993). The responsiveness of TE neurons to stimuli presented in the ipsilateral hemifield depends on the massive projections received from the opposite hemisphere via the splenium of the corpus callosum and the anterior commissure (Zeki 1973, Gross et a1 1977). Sectioning of the splenium reduces the incidence of ipsilateral activation by about SO%, while combined splenium and anterior commissure sections entirely eliminate ipsilateral activation, suggesting that interhemispheric connections do play an essential role in the positional invariance observed in the response of many neurons in this area. Many IT neurons are selective for a variety of stimulus attributes, such as color, orientation, texture, direction of movement, or shape (Gross et a1 1972, Desimone & Gross 1979, Mikami & Kubota 1980). Of particular interest is the sensitivity of IT neurons to stimulus shape. Although shape selectivity has also been reported in earlier areas such as V4 (Desimone & Schein 1987, Tanaka et a1 1991, Gallant et a1 1993, Kobatake & Tanaka 1994), only in IT is this selectivity extensively encountered. Neurons in this area respond selectively to a variety of natural or synthetic objects (Desimone et a1 1984), to parametric shape descriptors (Schwartz et a1 1983), or to mathematically created 2D patterns, e.g. Walsh functions, that can be used to synthesize any arbitrary image with a given resolution (Richmond et a1 1987). Groups of cells in IT have also been found that respond to the sight of biologically important objects such as faces or hands (see below). Face cells, which have been reported in monkeys as young as six weeks old (Rodman et a1 1993), are two to ten times more sensitive to faces than to simple geometrical stimuli or 3D objects (Perrett et a1 1979, 1982). Interestingly, many IT neurons show various degrees of invariance to image transformations. The absolute response of the cells only rarely exhibits size or position constancy (e.g. see Logothetis et a1 1995). However, their selectivity for shape, Le. their relative preference for the optimal stimulus over several
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suboptimal stimuli, is preserved over large changes in stimulus size and position (Sat0 et a1 1980, Schwartz et a1 1983, Logothetis et al 1995, It0 et a1 1995). In this sense, more than half of the IT neurons can be thought of as demonstrating size and position invariance. The response of the rest of the neurons indicates some degree of size specificity, suggesting that at least some object representations might be stored in a size-specific manner (It0 et a l 1995). Selectivity for shape has also been found to be cue invariant, in the sense that cell responses to an optimal stimulus remain unchanged regardless of the cues (motion, texture, or luminance) determining the object’s shape (S@ et a1 1993). Contrast polarity, on the other hand, appears to have large effects on the response of IT neurons (It0 et a1 1994). The effects of contrast polarity corroborate the proposed role this area may play in shape processing, since the recovery of surface structure relies partly on shading information, which in turn depends on luminance contrast polarity (Cavanagh 1987, Ramachandran 1990). In summary, IT appears to have all the machinery requisite for the formation of object descriptions. Cells respond selectively to stimulus attributes such as color and texture, to simple and complex patterns, and to complex natural objects such as faces. They also show a certain degree of translation and scale invariance. An obvious question, then, is, What is the encoding scheme used to represent visual objects? Are they represented explicitly by the firing of a few gnostic units? Are they represented by the firing of a small population of neurons, each encoding some features, aspects, or single views? Or, are they only implicitly represented by a large population of cells each acting as a specialized pattern filter that combines certain shapes with different surface properties of objects, such as their texture, color, or lightness? Electrophysiologicalfindings suggest the existence of at least two possible neural mechanisms for object representation. One system may code the prototypes of objects that can be decomposed into parts and recognized by indexing these parts and their metric or spatial relationships. A second, separate, system may be used when holistic configuration rather than individual features is important and may rely primarily on small populations of neurons with strong configurational selectivity.



Combination Encoding Recent careful studies of the properties of inferotemporal neurons have revealed a systematic organization in the temporal lobe, wherein neurons with relatively similar response properties are clustered in modules spanning the entire thickness of cortex (Fujitaet a1 1992, Tanaka 1993,Young 1993, Gawne & Richmond 1993, Kobatake & Tanaka 1994). Columnar organization is a well-established cortical property in many different areas. In the early visual system, clustering is found for neurons re-
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sponding selectively to simple stimulus attributes, such as position in the visual field, ocular preference, orientation, or direction of movement. In area T E modular organization is less related to retinotopic organization and, instead, reflects similar preferences for combinations of shapes and other stimulus attributes. Details of this work are described elsewhere in this volume by Tanaka (1996). Of particular interest for this discussion are the “elaborate” cells reported by Tanaka et al (1991), which responded only to composite shapes. These cells were studied extensively by reducing the complexity of an effective visual stimulus in a systematic manner until the simplest pattern that would drive the cell maximally was determined. The degree of complexity required to drive an elaborate cell was found to increase, in general, from area TEO to area TE.In addition, cells of different modules showed greater differences in shape selectivity than cells within a single module. Based on these and related findings, it has been argued that the general class of an object could be represented by the activity across different IT modules, while detailed discriminationscould, in principle, be accomplished by detecting small differences in the activity of neurons within single modules (Fujita et a1 1992,Tanaka 1993, Young 1993, Gawne & Richmond 1993). At present, it is unclear whether the critical features of the elaborate cells form a complete set of general shape descriptors that could represent any complex object or scene. Such a scheme would, in many ways, be similar to the RBC theory proposed by Biederman (1987), although there is not, as yet, evidence for cells in IT that code for the spatial relations between individual primitives. Nonetheless, the idea that prototypes may be represented by a relatively small number (estimated to be around 1300) of modules is both theoretically appealing and biologically plausible. Is, however, such a system sufficient for representing individual exemplars of a given object category or when holistic configuration information is necessary to disambiguate individual objects? The perception of overall configuration is often crucial for subordinate-level discriminations, as in the case of face recognition mentioned earlier. Could the representation of holistic configuration be accomplished by the combination encoding scheme described above? While not excluding this possibility, two lines of evidence show that in the monkey visual system, alternative strategies are probably used when configuration or metric information is the determining factor for a categorization task. First, a large number of neurons in TE and STS seem to encode the overall shape of biologically important objects-not specific features or parts (Rolls 1994, Oram & Perrett 1994).Further, recordings from the IT of monkeys trained to identify individual objects from two novel object classes have shown that neurons can be found in TE that respond to a limited subset of views of the objects, as face-selective neurons do for views of faces (Logothetis& Pauls 1995).
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Selectivity for Biologically Important Stimuli Responses of cells to biologically relevant stimuli-such as faces, face features, hands, and other body parts-have been reported by several investigators (Gross et a1 1972; Perrett et al 1982, 1985, 1989; Rolls 1984; Desimone et a1 1984; Yamane et a1 1988; Hasselmo et a1 1989; Young & Yamane 1992). Face cells, which seem to be the most prominent class, are found in the STS and IT (areas TPO, TEa, and TEm) (Baylis et a1 1987); the amygdala (Sanghera et a11979; Leonard et all985; Rolls 1992a, 1992b);the ventral striatum, which receives a projection from the amygdala (Williams et a1 1993, Rolls 1994); and the inferior convexity of the prefrontal cortex (Wilson et a1 1994). The large number of areas containing cells responsive to faces is consistent with the hypothesis that object representationsare manifest in multiple parallel sites. There is a considerable differentiation among face-selective neurons. One subgroup appears to be very similar to the elaborate neurons described above. Some cells are selective for particular features of the head and face, e.g. the eyes (Perrett et al 1982, 1992), whereas another population of cells can only be driven by simultaneous presentation of multiple parts of a face (Perrett & Oram 1993, Wachsmuth et al 1994). Yet other face cells require the entire face-view configuration, or even a combination of information such as eye gaze angle, head direction, and body posture (Perrett et al 1992), and in this sense, they encode holistic information about shape and not information about the existence of individual features. The selectivity of these neurons for faces is maintained over changes in stimulus size and position but less over changes in orientation. Face cells are sensitive to rotations in the picture plane, with a strong bias for upright faces (Tanaka et a1 1991), and most of them show selectivity for a specific vantage point. In particular, some cells are maximally sensitive to the front view of a face, and their response falls off as the head is rotated into the profile view, while some others are sensitive to the profile view with no response to the front view of the face (see also Figures 4c and 44.A detailed investigation of these types of cells by Perrett et a1 (1985) reported a total of five types of cells in the STS,each maximally responsive to one view of the head: full face, profile, back of the head, head up, and head down. In addition, two subtypes have been discovered that respond only to left profile or only to right profile, confirming that these cells are involved in visual analysis rather than in r e p resenting specific behavioral or emotional responses. Interestingly, a study using correlation analysis between quantified facial features and neural responses has shown that face neurons can detect combinations of the distances between facial parts, such as eyes, mouth, eyebrows, and hair (Yamane et al 1988). These cells show a remarkable redundancy of coding characteristics, as only two facial dimensions seem to be necessary for
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explaining most of the variance in the population. For example, all of the width measurements-such as the width of the eyes, the mouth, and the interocular distancs-covary with the general width of the face. Young & Yamane (1992) also found that each face cell typically exhibits graded responses to a wide variety of face stimuli and therefore presumably participates in the representation of many different faces. In general, face-selective neurons responsive explicitly to the identity of faces are found in IT, while cells that respond to facial expressions, gaze direction, and vantage point are mostly located in the STS (Hasselmo et a1 1989, Perrett et al 1992). Such functional localization is in agreement with lesion experiments in monkeys (Heywood & Cowey 1992), showing that removal of the cortex in the banks and floor of the rostral STS of monkeys results in deficits in the perception of gaze directions and the facial expression, but not face identification (Heywood & Cowey 1992). It is also in agreement with preoperative electrophysiologicalrecordings in epileptic patients that also suggest separate processing of facial identity and facial expressions (Ojemann et al 1993). In fact, PET studies suggest that the posterior fusiform gyrus is activated during face matching or gender discrimination testing (Haxby et a1 1991, Sergent et al 1992), while the presentation of a unique face activates the mid-fusiform gyrus (Sergent et a1 1992). Cells in IT also respond to the sight of the entire human body or of body parts (Wachsmuth et al 1994). About 90% of these neurons responded to the human body in a viewercentered fashion, whereas the rest responded equally well to any view of the stimulus. Of particular interest here is the observation that about one fifth of the neurons studied responded only to the entire body and not to the sight of any of the constituent body parts alone (Wachsmuth et a1 1994). In summary, the evidence presented here suggests that at least some objects are represented by neurons with a complex configurational selectivity that cannot be reduced to selectivity of individual features or even constellations of such features. One obviousquestion is whether such a configurationalselectivity is specific for animate objects, such as faces and body forms. Clinical observations, as mentioned above, have shown that the recognition of living things can be selectivelyimpaired (seee.g. Farah et a1 1991). Thus one possibility is that the perception of these shapes is mediated by specialized neural populations. If so, then the complex-patternselectivity for faces and body parts reported above may be unique to the representation of the class of living things, with different encodingmechanisms responsible for the recognition of other objects. In support of this hypothesis are the observations that face cells appear very early in the ontogenesis of monkeys (Rodman et a1 1993) and that newborn human infants show a special affinity for the sight of faces (Goren et a1 1975, Johnson et a1 1991). Alternatively, a system based on neurons that are selective for complex
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configurations may provide a general mechanism for encoding any object that cannot undergo useful decompositionin the process of recognition.
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Configurational Selectivity for Novel Objects Recently, Logothetis and his colleagues (Logothetis et al 1994, 1995; Logothetis & Pauls 1995) set out to determine whether the configurational selectivity found for IT neurons is specific for faces or body parts or whether it can be generated for any novel object as a result of extensive training. In these combined psychophysical and neurophysiologicalexperiments, macaque monkeys were trained to become experts at identifying novel computer-generated wire and spheroidal objects, similar to those shown in Figures lb and Id. These objects had never been experienced by the monkeys, nor did they possess any inherent biological relevance. Nonetheless, after training, the animals learned to discriminate individual objects from a set of highly similar distractors (Logothetis et al 1994). a task not unlike the problem of identifying a specific face or a particular bird species. Because all of the objects used in testing were composed of the same basic parts, good performance in this task relied upon the detection of subtle shape differences. These experiments were thus directed at understanding how objects are neurally represented when they are encountered in the context of a subordinate-level recognition task. Physiological recordings from individual neurons in the inferior temporal lobe, near the anterior medial temporal sulcus (AMTS), revealed a subpopulation of cells that were activated selectively by views of previously unfamiliar objects (Logothetis et a1 1995, Logothetis & Pauls 1995). Many neurons fired selectively for a small set of views of a spheroidal or wire object that the monkey had learned to recognize from all viewpoints. The cells were most active when the target was presented from one particular view (Figure 4a), and their activity declined as the object was rotated in depth. The neurons found in the temporal lobe of the expert monkeys bear interesting similarities to face-selective cells found in the banks of the rostral STS (NK Logothetis & DL Sheinberg, unpublished observations). Cells from both populations exhibit object-specific as well as view-specific selectivity. Figure 4 illustrates response profiles of four different cells selective for specific views of wire objects (Figures 4a and 4b) and faces (Figures 4c and 4 4 . The neurons depicted in Figures 4a and 4c show a marked preference for a single view of the test object and a steady decrease in mean activity for increasing object rotations. Such neurons seem to act like blurred templates, with their tolerance for small rotations in depth representing a form of limited generalization. The cells shown in Figures 4b and 4d reveal a broader form of generalization by their selective response for pseudo-reflected object views, i.e. object views 180" apart that appear as mirror images. Psychological studies have shown
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that enantiomorphic views of objects =-not easily discriminated by children (Bernstein et al 1978, Corballis & McLaren 1984) and seem to be categorized equivalently by adults (Biederman & Cooper 1991, Cooper et a1 1992). Generalization across enantiomorphs, at both the cellular and behavioral level, may be evidence of the primate recognition system’s ability to extract a more global representation of a shape, ignoring local deviations in cases where differentiating between the two views is almost always unnecessary for the purpose of object recognition. The narrow tuning curves encountered for views of stimuli from the two novel object classes clearly shows that high stimulus selectivity is not limited to faces or other biological forms. Thus the ability to make subordinate-level judgments about novel objects may rely on some of the same mechanisms, or perhaps even the same population of cells, that are involved in the recognition of faces. That the stimulus selectivity of cells in IT can be altered as a result of experience has also been suggested by Kobatake et a1 (1993). In their experiment, a monkey was first trained for more than two months in a discrimination task, using 28 shapes composed of two or three geometric primitives. Following training, cells in IT were isolated and tested using a battery of visual stimuli while the monkey was anesthetized and immobilized. Interestingly, a much higher proportion of cells in the trained monkey were strongly activated by stimuli in the test set, compared to untrained monkeys. These results imply that long-term changes in tuning characteristics can be induced by experience and that these changes can be observed in the anesthetized animal. These data lend support to the claim that the selectivity of the view-selective cells reported by Logothetis & Pauls (1995) was, in fact, tuned throughout the course of the animals’ training. In addition, they further emphasize the importance of characterizing the properties of cells in IT in the context of a behaviorally relevant task.



Action-Related Representations As mentioned above, damage to the parietal cortex can cause a severe impairment in spatial perception (Lynch 1980, Andersen 1989). In the monkey, this cortical region covers Brodmann’s areas 5 (superior parietal lobule) and 7 (inferior parietal lobule), or approximately, areas PE, PG, and PF, as defined by Von Bonin & Bailey (see Figure 2). Physiological investigations have supported the clinical and lesion studies. A major route from the occipital lobe into the parietal lobe is via the middle temporal area (MT) that is located on the posterior bank and floor of the caudal third of the STS-(s& references in Snowden 1994, Logothetis 1994). Area MT has neurons that are highly selective for binocular disparity, speed, and direction of stimulus motion. Informa-
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tion from MT is routed to areas MST and FST, which in turn project to parietal areas, such as LIP, VIP, and 7a (Ungerleider & Desimone 1986, Felleman & Van Essen 1991). The responsiveness of many parietal neurons is strongly modulated by attention, and many neurons are related to visuomotor activity (Robinson et a1 1978, Lynch 1980, Mountcastle et al 1984). Parietal cells are also sensitive to those visual qualities of an object that determine the posture of the hand and fingers during a grasping movement. In
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Figure 4 Four different lT neurons selective for views of wires and faces. (a-d) Two of the neurons shown here responded maximally for a single view of an object (a, c). and response magnitudedecreased gradually as the object was rotated in depth away from the preferred view. Figure 46 shows an example of a cell responding to two views of a wire object separated by 180". and Figure 4d shows data from a cell that exhibited its maximum response for the left-facing profile of a head and nearly the same response for the right-facing profile. (Error bars indicate standard deviations of mean response rates.)
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particular, for reaching and grasping tasks, neurons in area 7 of the monkey have been found to be selectively activated depending upon the configuration and orientation of the target object (Taira et a1 1990, Sakata & Taira 1994). Taira et al(1990) reported a class of motor-dominant neurons that fired during hand movements in either the light or the dark but not during the visual fixation of the manipulandum. Another class of visual-and-motor neurons were found to be active in all three conditions, and a third class of visual-dominant cells frred during hand-movement or visual fixations but not in the dark. The first two classes were closely related to hand manipulation and fired more consistently in the light than in the dark, suggesting that the visual-dominant cells recorded in this area may be providing the visual input to these neurons controlling the hand configuration. Although these experiments clearly show that cells in parietal cortex are responsive to visual stimuli, they do not directly address the question of whether some parietal neurons are truly sensitive to an object’s shape. Sereno & Maunsell (1995) recently reported such evidence, however, in a study of single-unit activity in the LIP of monkeys who were trained to perform a short-term memory task. About one third of the units recorded in these experiments did indeed show significantresponse differences,dependent upon stimulus shape, and about a third of the units showed significant differences in delay period activity, dependent on the shape of the sample. These results suggest that parietal cells may contribute to the memory of shape features, as well as participate in the execution of visually guided actions.



CONCLUSIONS The research reviewed in this paper suggests that recognition of visual objects relies on different types of stored representations, each employed according to the requirements of the task under study. A fundamental problem is the classification of objects at the basic categorization level, a task that may encompass all that simple recognition systems are capable of performing. In humans, basic-level object names are the first to enter a child’s vocabulary and are used to a much greater extent than any other term to describe categories. Recognition at the basic object level appears largely invariant to surface illumination, hue, or image transformations, such as scaling, translation, or rotation around any axis. The representations used in prototype recognition may rely on structural decomposition of the objects into parts and on indexing these parts and their relationships. In agreement with this notion are electrophysiological studies suggesting that basic object forms may be represented by the activity of neurons across different modules of the inferior temporal cortex, each encoding combinations of various complex forms with surface properties such as texture or color.
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Categorization at the subordinate level appears to involve different types of representation, each of which may rely on different neural mechanisms than those used for the recognition of objects at the basic level. Subordinatelevel recognition is initially strongly view dependent, with generalization accomplished through perceptual learning. The extent to which the different types of representations are used in recognition is likely to vary depending on the object type or familiarity. Recognition at the subordinate level is differentially affected by brain damage in the absence of any deficits in the recognition of objects at the basic level. Agnosic patients can occasionally recognize natural or synthetic objects with distinct shapes that belong to different classes, but they fail to do so when identification of individual entities is required, as when recognizing personal items such as their own wallets, cars, or articles of clothing. Identification of items of a structurally homogeneous class may rely on the activity of neurons with high configurational selectivity, such as the cells found in the experiments described above. Neuropsychological evidence suggests a further dissociation between the representations used for the recognition of living things and nonliving things. We have discussed evidence regarding the specificity of prosopagnosia that can occur in the absence of any other associative failure. Similarly, facial memory, Le. the matching of unfamiliar but previously presented faces, is also a somewhat different task than recognition of familiar faces. Even more striking, however, is the specific loss of humans’ or monkeys’ ability to recognize facial expressions and the associated emotions, despite the preserved capacity to recognize face identity. While the failure to recognize the identity of a face may simply be due to a general inability to detect individuality within a given homogeneous object class, the agnosia of facial expressions strongly suggests a specialized mechanism for the processing of biologically important configurations, as does the double dissociation between prosopo-metamorphopsiaand the metamorphopsias for other visual stimuli. Evidence for brain mechanisms specialized for recognizing biological forms, especially faces, also comes from the electrophysiological findings reviewed in the previous section, showing that neurons in the temporal lobe respond selectively to faces, hands, or other body parts. Finally, both physiological and clinical work suggests a dissociation between the representations underlying perceptual categorization and those used for the action of object grasping. In reviewing the current state of research in the field of visual object recognition, we were interested to find that the field of memory research has, in the last decade, been characterized in much the same way that we have suggested here (Tulving & Schacter 1990). Insofar as visual recognition necessarily requires memory, similar ideas should hold in both fields. In closing, then, we borrow a conclusion from a recent review on memory research that,
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